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Or… Michael’s impact on Nigel Smith’s 
transition to the Dark Side.

Hillas of the Antarctic



AMH started talking about the idea in 1985 
‘Observations’ of UHE gamma rays from Cygnus X-3 
New arrays being built around the world 

GREX array in construction at Haverah Park 
Noted that all observations were bursts 
Wanted to have an observatory that could 

- see sources all the time (with overlap) 
- have a low energy threshold 
- see the Galactic centre 
- (SN198a)

The context for the South Pole telescope
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Initial thoughts
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….Initiated informal discussions at La Jolla ICRC 
Talk at Vulcano workshop 1985 
 - discussions underway between Leeds and 
Bartol group on running an experiment

Haverah Park internal note



He was right…
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Volcano

South Pole



Initial thoughts
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….



My PhD coincided with 
these thoughts

Change in location for my PhD
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Haverah Park GREX array 
(digging trenches)

Setting the South Pole 
1987/88

Alan and I deciding to change 
my PhD



A collaboration forms
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Martin Pomerantz 
- Mr. South Pole

My interview 
process

Training for the Pole  - 
Setting things on fire

Alan Watson 
@Haverah Park



The South Pole has a history of science
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1912 saw the discovery of 
cosmic rays and the first 
British scientists to reach 
the South Pole

1957/58 IGY saw 
the development of 

the first research 
station at the South 

Pole



SPASE array
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Completion of the array
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South Pole Air Shower Experiment: SPASE
Ran 1988 - 1994
16 element detector array
6400 square metre enclosed area
One event observed per second



AMH worked on unique way to determine the 
orientation of SPASE
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Which way is North?

Surveyed during summer 
Use Sun as a survey tool 
during dawn and dusk



First foray into the Dark…
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Last Flight

The longest night



Reagan’s 
pleasure
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Mid-winter’s Day message 
from the Commander-in-Chief 

Note the focus on climate!



First year’s data challenges
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A few issues needed to be resolved 
 - temperature gradient in Cell 
 - static build-up from wind 
 - no ground! 
 - latching of DAQ 
 - ‘missing’ events 
 - failure of hard drive controllers 

Communication through ATS-3 
satellite (tumbled orbit) 
Up to two weeks to exchange



AMH involve in the initial SPASE Analysis
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{ Monte-Carlo shower simulation.  May 1987.  A. M. Hillas.} 
{ ============================================================================== } 
{  INTRODUCTION - SCOPE OF PROGRAM       } 
{ ============================================================================== } 
{  A feature of this program is "thin sampling " which permits very great reduction in computing time for  } 
{ very large showers , by following only a reduced proportion of the low - energy particles , but giving  } 
{ such selectively followed particles a weight > 1 to compensate precisely for their reduced number .All  } 
{ particles above an energy ETHIN are followed; below this energy a proportion approximately E / ETHIN  } 
{ of particles of "free energy" E would be followed . ETHIN is selectable by the user .} 
{} 
{ Ionization loss : Different for positrons and electrons ( formula assumes knock - on threshold at 1 MeV)} 
{  But electron formula used for mesons etc . Heavy ionizn not used for heavy nuclei . In Pb , constant} 
{  1.1 MeV per gsqcm assumed .} 
{ Bremsstrahlung : Elaborate cross - secn includes production angles} 
{ Pair production : ditto .} 
{ Annihilation : only at rest !!!} 
{ Compton scatt : detailed .} 
{ Hadronic interactions : Almost simplest splitting representation of scaling} 
{ Interations of nucleus : Much simplified .} 
{ Magnetic deflections : correct} 
{ Coulomb deflections : Details correct for air} 
….. 

MOCCA used for array design, and 
analysis comparisons to data
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First results (Volcano) were inconclusive
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Final results were inconclusive
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SPASE had a new lease of life in coincidence 
with AMANDA
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Michael set in motion a project that led me personally to the 
dark depths (1100m and 2070m)

Last week



Meanwhile…  
South Pole goes from strength to strength…
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2002 - the new South 
Pole station

1994: The Martin A, Pomerantz Observatory 



According to Google images, art was as important as physics: 
N_photosart=3; N_photosphysics=3
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A dungeon horrible, 
on all sides round… 
No light; but rather 
darkness visible... 

Paradise Lost - Milton 
(1668)


